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CHAPTER 6
Software-defined Networks in

large-scale radio telescopes
P. Chris Broekema 1, Damiaan R. Twelker 2, Daniel C. Romão 2, Paola
Grosso 2, Rob V. van Nieuwpoort 2,3 and Henri E. Bal 4

context and contributions

This chapter is based on a paper presented at the Computing Frontiers Conference in
2017. It has been extended to include additional context and reasoning to properly place
the work into context.

This work was conceived by Broekema, who also acted as first author for the paper.
Initial work was done by Twelker, based on a plan by Broekema and under supervision
of Broekema and Romão. This resulted in a very highly graded Bachelor’s thesis by
Twelker [154]. Broekema did all of the research presented in this Chapter, using some
of Twelker’s initial work and code, and wrote the vast majority of the content, with some
input from the co-authors.

In this chapter we show an example of the optimisation proposition in use.

Abstract

Traditional networks are relatively static and rely on a complex stack of inter-
operating protocols for proper operation. Modern large-scale science instruments,

1ASTRON, the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy
2University of Amsterdam
3Netherlands eScience Centre
4Vrije Universteit Amsterdam
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106 Software-defined Networks in large-scale radio telescopes

such as radio telescopes, consist of an interconnected collection of sensors gen-
erating large quantities of data, using high-bandwidth IP over Ethernet networks.
Recently the concept of a software-defined network (SDN) has gained popularity,
moving control over the data flow to a programmable software component, the net-
work controller. In this chapter we explore the viability of such a software-defined
network in sensor networks typical of large scale radio telescopes. Based on expe-
rience with the LOw Frequency ARay (LOFAR), a recent radio telescope, we show
that the addition of such software control adds to the reliability and flexibility of
the instrument. We identify some essential technical SDN requirements for this ap-
plication, and investigate the level of functional support on three current switches
and a virtual software switch. A proof-of-concept application validates the viabil-
ity of this concept. While we identify limitations in the SDN implementations and
performance of two of our hardware switches, excellent performance is shown on a
third.

6.1 Introduction

Packet switching ASICs at the heart of networking equipment have significantly grown
in capability and flexibility over the years. To expose the increased functionality of these
networks, the concept of a software-defined network has appeared. In a traditional IP
over Ethernet network control over the data flow is mostly implicit. A software-defined
network moves the control plane to a programmable network controller, allowing posi-
tive and explicit control over the data flow. This concept has gained remarkable popular-
ity in recent years, with all switch manufacturers including support in their mainstream
products. In this chapter, we will study the usefulness of SDNs for an important appli-
cation: large-scale radio telescopes.

Modern large-scale science instruments, and in particular radio telescopes, are often
distributed sensor networks. They consist of large numbers of sensors, that sample the
object of interest. Specialised custom hardware is used to convert the collected data
into the digital domain and perform dedicated signal processing. A centralised general-
purpose computing facility reduces data volumes, calibrates the instrument and allows
the user to extract science.

These components are interconnected with high-volume networks, often based on
off-the-shelf IP over Ethernet equipment. This combination of specialised custom-
designed components, interconnected with general-purpose compute systems, may lead
to unexpected challenges. As an example (studied in this chapter), IP over Ethernet
relies on a complex stack of protocols to ensure traffic reaches its intended target as
determined by the destination IP address. This is regardless of the physical identity or
location of the host. Custom hardware may omit parts of that protocol stack to simplify
implementation, and the data flow in a radio astronomical sensor network is strictly uni-
directional. The network may not be able to populate their MAC address tables through
MAC learning, leading to packets being forwarded on all output ports.

We argue that a software-defined network adds valuable additional functionality,
while mitigating some of the challenges an IP over Ethernet network may cause. This
is illustrated by comparing several use cases based on experiences with a state-of-the-
art operational instrument in the Netherlands, LOFAR. By implementing a proof-of-
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concept application, we explore the required SDN functionality for this application, and
the current level of support for these SDN features in three available hardware switches
and a software-based virtual switch. In addition, we present some limited performance
measurements. While these give a useful indication of the expected latency, data loss
and potential bottlenecks, we note that the investigated switches are of modest scale and
performance.
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Figure 6.1: Top-level system overview of a radio telescope.

While two of our switches exhibit significant limitations in their OpenFlow imple-
mentation, software-based flexibility allows us to work around these. One of our SDN-
capable switches shows excellent performance for our application, exhibiting very low
latency, no significant data loss and a richly implemented OpenFlow feature set.

We show that the way in which packets with unrecognised destination addresses are
handled and the ability to explicitly program the port on which packets are forwarded
improve the robustness of a sensor network. In addition, we show that the added flexi-
bility allows us to build a conceptual publish/subscribe system in the network, which in
turn makes it easy to serve multiple processing pipelines without added overhead.

This chapter is structured as follows. We start with some background information,
discussing modern radio telescopes and SDNs. In Section 6.3 we show how a SDN fits
in a radio telescope, and the foreseen impact of a integrated SDN. Next we describe our
proof-of-concept application, the investigated switches and our experimental setup. We
explore the functionality of the various switches with respect to our application and do
some limited performance measurements in Sections 6.6 and 6.7. We close this chapter
with discussion, future work and conclusions. Finally, we look back at the propositions
in this thesis, and how this chapter contributes to these.

6.2 Background

We explore how a software-defined network may be integrated into a large-scale dis-
tributed radio telescope. Modern radio telescopes, like LOFAR and the Square Kilome-
tre Array (SKA) are examples of such instruments.
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6.2.1 Modern radio astronomy
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, modern radio astronomy is an extremely data- and
compute-intensive science. Since the signal of interest is exceptionally weak, enormous
amounts of data have to be collected, filtered and processed to achieve a useful result.
This is generally done by digitally combining multiple receivers into a large virtual in-
strument. Due to the high data volumes involved, the sensors and initial processing are
often highly specialised custom devices.

While we usually describe radio telescopes in terms of the processing required, it is
the data flow that drives the design. Therefore we can consider a radio telescope as a
high-performance sensor network. Recently, the concept of a distributed radio telescope
has emerged, and LOFAR and SKA, introduced in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, are perfect
illustrative examples. Figure 6.1 shows a high-level overview of a modern distributed
radio telescope. In this chapter we propose a redesigned receiving end of the general
purpose computing facility with an SDN capable switch, as shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.2 Software-defined networks
From the description above and in previous chapters, it is clear that for all intents and
purposes modern radio telescopes, and more generally any sensor network, can be con-
sidered a special-purpose computer network. They are a collection of nodes and links
connected together, often using off-the-shelf hardware based on IP over Ethernet tech-
nology. General purpose computer networks are generally static, with tight coupling
between sender and receiver. In such a computer network there is no easy way to modify
the behaviour of the network without changing the behaviour of the sender and receiver
nodes.

A new paradigm has recently appeared in networking, that effectively separates the
control and data planes of the network [108]. Such a software-defined network con-
sists of SDN-capable switches: the data plane, a network controller: the control plane,
and a connection between these two. Special-purpose virtual services are built on top,
allowing dynamic modification of the network to suit applications, transparent to the
sending and receiving peers. Support for OpenFlow, a standardised method to commu-
nicate control data from the control plane to the data plane, is becoming standard in
more recent switches.

A software-defined network handles traffic based on a defined flow table. Incoming
packets are matched to a list of flows installed on the switch by the network controller,
and handled according to rules associated with those flows. Rules may modify source
and/or destination headers and forward packets to specific ports, giving the network con-
troller complete and explicit control over the data plane and effectively decoupling the
sending and receiving nodes. Non-matching packets may be either dropped or have their
header forwarded to the network controller for inspection, depending on configuration.

OpenFlow

The concept of a software-controlled network data plane is not new, but OpenFlow [96]
is the first standard software interface between control and data plane with a consider-
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able install base. Introduced in 2009, the initial stable release of the OpenFlow specifi-
cation, 1.0.0, describes a fairly sparse protocol. It allows installation, modification and
removal of the switch flow table. Each flow contains a header field for packet matching,
counter and action fields. Per packet processing involves:

1. Find the highest priority matching flow entry

2. Apply instructions

a) Modify packet & update match fields
b) Update action set
c) Update metadata

3. Send match data and action set to next table

If a packet does not match any of the flow entries in the flow table, the switch may
either drop the packet, send it to another table or forward the packet header to the con-
troller. This behaviour differs from that of a standard Ethernet switch, which would
forward a packet with an unknown destination to all ports.

Table

0

Execute

Action

set

Table

1

Table

n

OpenFlow switch

ID Type Counters

Bucket Actions  

Bucket Actions  

Bucket Actions  

Group

Figure 6.2: Packet processing pipeline of an OpenFlow switch, including groups.

The next major release that gained significant support, 1.3.0, introduced the concept
of groups1. An OpenFlow group combines similar fields as in above, with a list of
action buckets. Each of these provide similar functionality as the single list of action
fields described above, giving the ability to have each packet be processed by multiple

1Groups were introduced in version 1.1.0, but this and version 1.2 are not widely supported
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action lists. In addition, this release adds a far richer set of matching and action fields,
although the implementation of many of these is optional. Figure 6.2 shows the per
packet processing.

In this chapter, we investigate the viability of a software-defined network component
in a modern radio telescope by implementing a proof of concept application using Open-
Flow. Using the most prevalent SDN implementation available today, OpenFlow, and
using the most recent protocol version available in all our switches (1.3.0), we investi-
gate the functionality supported by four SDN-capable switches. These are described in
Table 6.1.

6.3 Software-driven data flow

A previous SKA memo [37] explored the use of Ethernet in a modern radio telescope
system, LOFAR. This showed that the unique and often custom-built hardware in such
systems is difficult to combine with Ethernet networks. These networks rely on a com-
plex multitude of supporting protocols and services to correctly direct traffic, many of
which are not implemented in the highly specialised sensor nodes. Most of the chal-
lenges identified in that chapter occur on the boundary where data from specialised
custom-built hardware is sent to general-purpose compute systems.

6.3.1 Impact
By replacing the traditional Ethernet-based infrastructure with a software-defined net-
work, many of the issues previously described are alleviated. We foresee two distinct
consequences:

1. The different way of processing packets in the packet processor will improve
robustness of the system:

• more direct control over packet forwarding
• better handling of multi-homed hosts

2. The increased flexibility offered by the software-controlled data plane will open
up the possibility for additional instrument functionality:

• ability to dynamically change the data flow
• integration of data flow and processing model

We discuss some examples below.

Robustness – Packet forwarding

A network switch typically receives data and forwards it to its destination. A MAC
address table, matching output ports with host MAC addresses, is maintained in the
switch, populated by monitoring source MAC address and incoming port of forwarded
packets. When the appropriate output port cannot be determined, data is forwarded on
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all output ports, with the exception of the ingress port, reducing the switch to a hub. This
behaviour guarantees that packets have the highest possible chance of arriving at their
destination, but in normal operation this should rarely be needed. Further traffic, such as
unicast acknowledgements, usually allows successive packets to be properly directed.

In a specialised sensor network with custom hardware this may cause problems. This
custom hardware may omit parts of the standard network stack, and it emits a continuous
stream of uni-directional data generated by the sensors. A misconfiguration or failure of
such a sensor may cause the network to be flooded by packets forwarded on all ports. In
effect this failure mode may be considered a self-inflicted Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attack.

In a software-defined network, the way unrecognised packets are handled is con-
figurable. Non-matching packets may be dropped or have their headers forwarded to
the network controller for further processing. Neither of these actions will cause the
network to be flooded, although the latter may cause significant load on the network
controller.

Robustness – ARP flux

In high bandwidth systems, it may be necessary to connect multiple Ethernet interfaces
in a node to the same network. While there are ways to bond these devices into a single
virtual Ethernet interface, no guarantees can be given on the effective use of available
bandwidth. Therefore we prefer to explicitly address each of the interfaces. Linux nodes
tend to answer ARP requests for addresses they host on any interface, which may cause
switches to associate the wrong port with that MAC address. This gives rise to ARP
flux, in which data addressed to a node does arrive, but on the wrong interface, causing
the operating system to drop this data. Figure 6.3 shows ARP flux in a system with two
network interfaces.

10.0.0.1
00:00:00:00:00:AA

10.0.0.2
00:00:00:00:00:AB

A

B

Port/MAC table:
A: -/-
B: -/-

A: 00:00:00:00:00:AB
B: -/-

ARP request:who-has 10.0.0.2?

ARP request:who-has 10.0.0.2?

ARP reply: 10.0.0.2 is at 00:00:00:00:00:AB

eth0

eth1

switchnode

Figure 6.3: ARP flux with two network interfaces.

The positive control a software-defined network allows over the data flow mitigates
this problem. Whereas a conventional network relies on MAC learning to determine the
physical output port to forward packets to, in a software-defined network the output port
is explicitly defined.
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Flexibility – Publish-Subscribe model

Unicast traffic, traffic from one destination to another, is very difficult to redirect or du-
plicate at the network level. Switches may sometimes be configured to output traffic to
a designated port. This is resource intensive, and data forwarded on such a monitoring
port is not easily consumed by hosts. Such data will be addressed to the original desti-
nation host, both on Layer 2 (MAC address) and Layer 3 (IP address). Generally, a host
operating system will transparently drop data not specifically addressed to it, unless it
is running in promiscuous mode.

A software-defined network gives us the flexibility to not only forward data to a
specific physical output port, but also modify the packet headers to match the receiving
host. In essence, this breaks the tight coupling between sender and receiver, since the
sending peer no longer necessarily has knowledge of the receiving peer’s address. By
moving this control to the software layer of the receiving system we can build what can
conceptually be regarded as a publish/subscribe system. We note that this is similar to IP
multicast in concept, but not implementation. Where IP multicast relies on the network
infrastructure to properly direct data, in a software-defined network this is done by the
network controller. This not only improves flexibility, but also allows us to integrate this
functionality more deeply into our software, as described below.

In a radio telescope, we may use this functionality to process data more than once,
without the overhead of re-transmitting data. This is useful when running multiple pro-
cessing pipelines, serving multiple observation modes, or for instance to commission
new processing hardware or algorithms. In the latter use-case, results from newly in-
stalled hardware or software implementations would be compared to those from estab-
lished systems to verify functionality.

Flexibility – Data flow as part of the processing model

The addition of a software component into the data plane of a radio telescope allows
us to integrate this data plane into our software systems. This more direct and positive
control over the data flow allows us to manipulate the data flow without having to recon-
figure the sending peer. Data movement may now be directly coupled to the processing
schedule, creating for instance a system of data-driven round-robin processing, where
data is directed to processing nodes as needed. Going even further we could envision
implementing an in-network transpose, similar in concept to an MPI_AllToAll().
The directing of data would be based on a combination of L2 and L3 addresses that
identify the content sufficiently.

6.4 SDN implementation

We explore the viability of a software-defined network as part of a modern science in-
strument in the remainder of this chapter. We focus on the most prevalent and most
widely implemented software-defined networking protocol currently available: Open-
Flow. First we investigate which features provided by OpenFlow are required to imple-
ment a suitable software-defined network for our application. We summarise the support
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for these features in four available SDN-capable switches, both hardware and software,
in Section 6.6.

Our proof of concept is simple, but allows us to gauge the level of support in current
platforms. Two cases are implemented, both manipulating a data stream emitted from a
LOFAR signal generator. This emulates a LOFAR station-processing board and emits a
continuous UDP/IP data stream to a single host identified by its IP and MAC address.

Two main scenarios are tested that are representative of how a software-defined net-
work may be used in a radio telescope.

1. redirect data destined for A to B

2. duplicate data destined for A to also go to B

Since we are most interested in the feasibility of the concept rather than performance
of these platforms, we limit ourselves to a single data stream of around 700 Mbps, which
is 1

4
th of the data rate of a single LOFAR station.

Redirecting data
First, we redirect the data from its original destination to a second host. This is achieved
by modifying the Layer 2 destination MAC address and the Layer 3 destination IP ad-
dress, after which the packet is forwarded to the appropriate port. We use the Set Field
functionality defined in the OpenFlow standard to manipulate destination MAC and IP
address fields. Note that the implementation of none of the Set Field features is required
in the OpenFlow specification.

Duplicating data
Second, we modify the data flow such that it is emitted not just to its original destination,
but also to a second host. We forward packets unmodified to the physical port hosting
the original destination, while a second copy of the data stream undergoes modification
much like described above. Since this requires multiple independent actions on the same
data, a different approach is required. OpenFlow groups allow the creation of action
buckets, which are processed and applied independently. We configure the Group such
that all buckets are applied to a packet, a functionality that is required according to the
OpenFlow standard. However, we note that the applied actions are bound by the same
limitations described above. The Set Field functionality we rely on to readdress packets
is still optional.

Measurements
These use cases show the functional requirements we put on the available hardware.
Next we do a limited performance analysis by showing how these platforms handle data
streams representative of the ones seen in the LOFAR radio telescope. Our interest is
mainly in uninterrupted streaming data flows, so we concentrate our investigation on:
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1. the latency between a given command and the data arriving at the appropriate
node

2. any data lost when switching data streams

In normal operation, where data is forwarded to fixed output ports, we expect no data
to be lost regardless of the switching paradigm used. When actively modifying packet
headers we potentially introduce overhead that may lead to lost data. We test if current-
day hardware is capable of modifying header information at wire speed, without losing
data. In recent switching equipment this should be done in hardware, which should be
fully capable of achieving a lossless line rate.

We are also interested in the latency between a given command, and the first packets
being received on the appropriate host. While our application is not particularly latency
sensitive, from an operational point of view a predictable latency is much preferred.
Although the data stream uses an unreliable protocol and lost data cannot be retrieved,
we can tolerate limited loss of data, if detected.

6.5 Experimental setup

We investigate four SDN-capable Ethernet switches, summarised in Table 6.1. These
interface with a Ryu [1] network controller that exposes a RESTful interface for our test
application to communicate with.

Switch type Switch ASIC Software version OpenFlow version

Mininet / Open vSwitch VirtualBox virtual machine Open vSwitch 2.5.0 1.0 - 1.6
Pica8 P3290 Broadcom BCM56534 (Firebolt3) Open vSwitch 2.0.90 1.0 - 1.3
Cetect V350-48T4X Centec CTC5163 3.1.16.8.alpha Open vSwitch 1.9.90 1.0 - 1.3
Brocade ICX7250 Broadcom BCM56344 (Helix4) 08.0.40bT213 1.0 and 1.3

Table 6.1: Investigated switch platforms.

None of these platforms are particularly high performance, and per-port speed is
limited to a Gigabit per second at most. Nevertheless, these experiments give a useful
indication of the viability of software-defined networks for our particular application.

NTP (Network Time Protocol) synchronised nodes measure the time difference be-
tween the moment the command is given, until the data arrives at the new destination.
While we do some measurements of latency, we note that our primary interest is in the
functionality. Although our proof of concept only uses limited bandwidth and a single
stream, due to the near embarrassingly parallel nature of the data flows in radio astron-
omy, it is a representative test. This application also allows for an excellent exploration
of the functionality required for this application.

6.6 Functionality investigation

In the following sections we investigate the functional support for these OpenFlow fea-
tures in the four platforms described in Table 6.1. Many of these OpenFlow features are
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optional, which means that implementation of these is not mandatory and often omit-
ted. Furthermore, we found that some implemented features may lack hardware support,
leading to significant bottlenecks.

Implementation of the use cases described in the previous section relies on a number
of functional elements in the OpenFlow standard:

• Set Field action destination MAC address

• Set Field action destination IP address

• Group Type=ALL: output to multiple ports

• Group Type=ALL: apply action instructions

We note that to be truly useful, a software-defined network must be able to support
the above described functionality on Layer 3. While we can make a workable proof of
concept at Layer 2 by manipulating just destination MAC address and not destination IP
address, this requires either that all receiving hosts have the same IP address, or that all
host Ethernet interfaces are run in promiscuous mode, which is not feasible in practice.

We investigate the available functionality in a virtualised software switch, Open
vSwitch in Mininet, and three hardware switches: a Pica8 P3290, a Centec V350 and a
Brocade ICX7250.

6.6.1 Mininet / Open vSwitch
Mininet is a virtual machine-based virtual network environment. We used Mininet as
our primary development platform, using Open vSwitch as the virtual switch. Since the
same software is also used in two of our hardware platforms, it is interesting to compare
the feature set supported in a pure software environment with available hardware imple-
mentations. We used the most recent stable version of Open vSwitch at the time, which
fully implements OpenFlow up to and including 1.3, including all optional features.

6.6.2 Pica8 P3290
The first physical switch we investigate is a Pica8 P3290, located in the OpenLab testbed
of the University of Amsterdam, an experimentation environment for multi-domain net-
working research [92]. Based on a Broadcom switch ASIC and a Freescale CPU, it uses
the same Open vSwitch software as described above. This switch supports all features
required to redirect data based on Layer 3 packet header fields. However, modifying the
destination IP address causes major packet loss, which suggests that this is handled in
software, not by the switch ASIC. As a work-around, we assigned both receiving hosts
the same IP address and redirected data based on just Layer 2 fields (i.e. destination
MAC address). This is not necessarily a viable solution in production, since we rely on
hosts sharing IP addresses, which breaks normal IP networking. To duplicate data we
rely on OpenFlow groups, but in the Pica8 switch these did not function as expected.
Only a single, seemingly random, apply-action was executed before packets were for-
warded to their respective ports. Thus correctly addressed packets would only appear at
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one receiving host, while all others would receive packets addressed to the wrong des-
tination MAC address. For this particular platform we abandoned the use of OpenFlow
groups and instead installed a single flow that sets the destination MAC address to the
broadcast address and forwards the packets to all relevant output ports. We note that this
solution rules out the use of hybrid networking, since the use of the broadcast address
in streaming data will cause non-SDN switches to forward this data on all ports, quickly
overwhelming the network.

6.6.3 Centec V350
A software-defined network was included in the latest incarnation of the distributed
ASCI supercomputer, DAS-5 [18]. The installation at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
has two Centec V350 switches based on custom silicon. This is targeted specifically at
software-defined/OpenFlow applications and uses the familiar Open vSwitch software
environment. Of the investigated hardware platforms, this was the only one that per-
formed flawlessly. All features we use to redirect and duplicate data using either Layer
2 or Layer 3 header information are supported without observable bottlenecks. While
the reported Open vSwitch version on this switch is 1.9.90, it supports OpenFlow ver-
sions 1.0, 1.2 and 1.3. Since this version of Open vSwitch only supports OpenFlow 1.0,
we speculate this is a fork with significant additional development.

6.6.4 Brocade ICX7250
Apart from the two specific OpenFlow-targeted switches investigated above, we looked
at a more mainstream product with OpenFlow support. The Brocade ICX7250 is a
top-of-rack switch based on a Broadcom ASIC, and like the Pica8 switch, located in
the OpenLab testbed of the University of Amsterdam. While it supports OpenFlow
versions 1.0 and 1.3, we found that there are many caveats that limit the usefulness of
this hardware for our application. Although the switch is able to match flows based on
Layer 3 fields, it can only modify a very limited set of header fields. IP destination
address is not one of these, although destination MAC address can be modified. This
means that directing or duplicating data can only be done based on Layer 2 header fields,
not Layer 3 header fields. Furthermore, the switch is not able to output to multiple ports
while modifying packet headers, effectively rendering duplication of data impossible.

While testing this platform, we found that we regularly had to reboot the switch to
solve unexplained packet loss. Identical flows installed after reboot yielded far better
results. We cannot explain this behaviour at this time, but suspect a bug in the firmware.

6.6.5 Summary
In Table 6.2 we summarise our experiences with the four described switches for our ap-
plication. While we note some missing features and we were not able to duplicate data
on the Brocade switch at all, we successfully implemented our proof-of-concept appli-
cation on all switches. Nevertheless, it is clear that support for the desired OpenFlow
functionality varies widely. Furthermore we found an undocumented deficiency in the
implementation of OpenFlow groups in the Pica8 switch.
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OpenFlow feature Open vSwitch Pica8 Centec Brocade

Set Field action: destination MAC address supported supported supported supported
Set Field action: destination IP address supported supported in software supported not supported
Group Type=ALL: apply-action instructions supported not fully supported supported supported
Group Type=ALL: output to multiple ports supported supported supported not fully supported

Table 6.2: Level of support for the important OpenFlow features for our investigated
switches.

6.7 Latency and loss

In Section 6.6 we concluded that not all platforms are capable of Layer 3 packet header
manipulation at line rate. We investigate the loss and latency of all four platforms while
redirecting and duplicating data using Layer 2 and, when available, Layer 3 packet
header information. While the virtual network environment is functionally very well
developed, it is limited in performance. Where other platforms will be expected to
handle the output of a single LOFAR hardware stream, at approximately 700 Mbps, we
reduce this to about 45 Mbps for Mininet to avoid packet loss. The virtual machine
environment, and the software-based Ethernet switch, make the latency measurements
for the Open vSwitch system less than reliable. For completeness, and as a comparison
against the other hardware-based switches, including these is still valuable. In all cases
ten measurements are done, and averages are shown in the Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Data loss
is measured over a period of three seconds, with 12000 packets generated per second.

6.7.1 Latency and Loss – Redirecting
In Table 6.3 we summarise the latency and loss of data when redirecting data. As dis-
cussed before, Layer 3 functionality is not available on the Pica8 and Brocade switches,
therefore no data is available. We note that redirecting data using an installed flow that
modifies the packet header and forwards packets to the appropriate port will lead to lim-
ited loss of data on the Centec and Brocade switches and the software Open vSwitch
environment. When the flow is installed, 16 or 32 packets are lost that arrive neither at
the original nor the new destination. This number is unrelated to the data rate, since we
ran a low bandwidth experiment and observed similar lost data. It is likely that a packet
buffer is flushed when the flow is installed.

To mitigate this behaviour, we could implement the same functionality using Open-
Flow groups, in much the same way as we did with the duplication of data. Once data is
flowing to the new destination, the original destination may be removed from the group.
Unfortunately, our chosen network controller lacks functionality to remove group en-
tries in the RESTful interface. Our analysis above indicates that neither the Pica8 nor
the Brocade platform will support this more advanced redirection of data.

The Pica8 switch exhibits significant loss of data when the appropriate flow is in-
stalled. While this amounts to approximately 1.3% of the total data flow, it is not inci-
dental, suggesting a bottleneck in the implementation. While not nearly as significant
as observed when we modified L3 headers on this switch, it is still worrisome. We note
that both the Pica8 and the Brocade switch exhibit high latency and extreme variance,
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Layer 2 Open vSwitch Pica8 Centec Brocade

average latency (ms) 202 74 5.9 265
standard deviation 316 212 0.76 74
average data loss (packets) 16 457 29 32
standard deviation 0 381 7 0

Layer 3 Open vSwitch Pica8 Centec Brocade

average latency (ms) 158 n/a 6.9 n/a
standard deviation 313 n/a 1.2 n/a
average data loss (packets) 16 n/a 29 n/a
standard deviation 0 n/a 7 n/a

Table 6.3: Latency and loss while redirecting data.

especially compared to the Centec switch. The stability of the Centec performance is
impressive.

6.7.2 Latency and loss – Duplicating
Table 6.4 shows our results for the second case study. We install an OpenFlow group
that forwards packets unmodified to the intended destination. A second copy of all
packets is modified such that the destination addresses (Layer 2 and Layer 3) match
the second receiving host and are forwarded on the appropriate port. The Pica8 switch
does not support modification of the destination IP address at this rate, therefore for this
switch we only modify the destination MAC address. In our Open vSwitch software
environment we measure both L2 and L3 duplication of data for reference. Considering
the excellent performance of the Centec switch, and the possible disturbance to the
cluster network due to the necessary modification on the hosts needed to make this
work, we only show L3 performance for that platform.

The Centec switch once again performs very well. We again note significant data loss
in the Pica8 switch, while none of the other workable switches exhibit any observable
loss.

6.7.3 Summary
Both the Pica8 and the Brocade switches exhibit relatively high latencies, especially
compared to the Centec switch. The loss of data on the Pica8 switch is worrisome,
since it is indicative of a bottleneck that will become more pronounced when we scale
up this proof of concept. In all measurements, the Centec switch showed excellent
performance. Latency is low and stable, and apart from the initial packets lost when a
flow is installed, no further loss was observed.
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Layer 2 Open vSwitch Pica8 Centec Brocade

average latency (ms) 29 34 - n/a
standard deviation 38 70 - n/a
average data loss (packets) 0 314 - n/a
standard deviation 0 308 - n/a

Layer 3 Open vSwitch Pica8 Centec Brocade

average latency (ms) 59 n/a 5.1 n/a
standard deviation 55 n/a 0.43 n/a
average data loss (packets) 0 n/a 0 n/a
standard deviation 0 n/a 0 n/a

Table 6.4: Latency and loss while duplicating data.

6.8 Discussion and future work

In this chapter we show that a software-defined network in a modern radio astronomi-
cal sensor network is feasible. Support for the required OpenFlow functionality varies
widely and is often poorly documented. More detailed investigation, targeting more
modern and higher performance platforms is needed. However, the concept is sound
and the additional flexibility and robustness are highly desirable. Adding positive, ex-
plicit and centralised control over the data plane, adds an additional layer of control to
the data flow in a radio telescope. This opens up the possibility of integrating the data
plane in the processing schedule so we can steer data much more dynamically to the
compute resources needed.

We note that the two hardware switches that show poor performance are both based
on Broadcom switch ASICs targeted at conventional top-of-rack switches. This may in-
dicate that chips designed for more conventional switches with added SDN functionality
may be limited in performance compared to chips specifically designed for software-
defined networks. Further investigation on this subject is needed.

A recent development is P4 [27], a high-level language that allows a network engi-
neer, or an instrument engineer, to dynamically program packet processors that make up
a network. The OpenFlow protocol described in Section 6.2.2 has grown in complexity
over the years, adding possible header field entries and multiple stages of rule tables.
This complexity is constrained by a rigidly specified and repeatedly extended protocol.
P4 is designed to be a much more flexible and higher abstraction level language. A
more flexible and more extensible high-level language such as P4 may make the imple-
mentation of advanced packet processor features easier. However, although we noted
highly varied levels of support for the required functionality, these were independent of
the OpenFlow standard. The implementation, not the standard, limits the usefulness of
some of the switches we investigated.

The networks investigated in this chapter bear some resemblance to multimedia
broadcast infrastructures, where the use of IP multicast is well established. The South
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African MeerKAT radio telescope [80], currently under construction in the Karoo desert,
uses IP multicast in its data flow design. Their work has shown that while the net-
work can successfully distribute instrument data over the relevant subscribed processing
nodes, significant engineering effort was required [7]. The programmable nature of a
software-defined network makes it inherently more flexible than an IP multicast based
infrastructure.

6.9 Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated the viability of a software-defined network in a
modern radio telescope. Based on an investigation on the functionality available in four
switches and an implementation of a simple proof-of-concept program, we conclude that
the concept is viable and valuable. A software-defined network by its very definition will
mitigate some of the robustness issues we have discussed in Section 6.3. In addition, we
have shown that the additional flexibility we envision is feasible on at least some of the
investigated platforms.

We note that the supported functionality in the investigated platforms varies greatly.
While some offered support for all required features, others do not implement critical
features or implement some in software only. The OpenFlow standard is characterised
by a large number of optional elements, that may or may not be implemented by the
manufacturer, some of which we depend upon. Although all switches claim OpenFlow
v1.3 support, support for optional functionality is often not well documented. It is
noteworthy that the way Pica8 implements apply-action instructions in Groups violates
the OpenFlow standard.

6.10 Our propositions in this chapter

Finally let’s return to the propositions introduced in this thesis.

6.10.1 Value proposition
There is a convincing argument to be made that the optimisations discussed in this and
the next chapter are conceived primarily to add additional value to the instrument with-
out significantly adding cost. As such, while the primary contribution of these chapters
are to the optimisation proposition, they also contribute in a limited way to the value
proposition.

6.10.2 Optimisation proposition
This chapter epitomises the optimisation proposition. Experience with the LOFAR tele-
scope had identified the boundary between custom and commodity hardware as a po-
tential problem area. In particular the way packets are sent over the network, with-
out the benefit of a full IP stack on the custom hardware boards, was cause for con-
cern, considering Ethernet switches require such a stack for correct operation. Using
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a software-defined switch environment, based on OpenFlow, we showed that we can
mostly solve the problems identified with conventional Ethernet switches, while simul-
taneously adding functionality to the instrument. Unfortunately we also had to con-
clude that, while in a fully implemented software environment our experiments worked
flawlessly, none of the available hardware switches worked nearly as well. This was
mostly due to optional features that were not implemented, and severe bugs in the ven-
dor firmware. However, the concept was proven, and the additional functionality is
interesting. Therefore, investigation of more modern switches and alternative software
implementations is future work, the direction of which is intended to avoid the reliance
on vendor implemented firmware features.
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